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“Senior officials in companies can in terms of the new Companies Act be regarded as directors without 
even knowing” says Mr Kevin Cron, director at Deneys Reitz. 

This arises from the wide definition of what a director is in terms of the new act. 

Cron advised yesterday during a conference in corporate governance that in terms of the new act, 
officials executing a general or specific executive power in the company as prescribed officials, will in 
terms of the act be regarded as directors. 

Consequently the heads of legal departments or of finances will in terms of the new Companies Act 
qualify as directors. 

According to Cron the definition is too vague and it will take too long before the expanded definition is 
understood in practice. 

“Individuals who never thought of themselves as directors, can now be caught out,” Cron said. 

The requirements set for a director is naturally a lot more stringent than those of any other employee in 
the company. 

Therefore officials being regarded as directors will soon need to take care regarding stricter 
requirements in their activities. 

“Officials would need to understand and appreciate their responsibility in the company” says Cron. 

Irrespective of the challenge Cron was very positive regarding the new act. 

Rumours are that the new Companies Act will see senior officials take flight, but the fear is however 
exaggerated, Cron said. 

Although the new act contains partial codifying of directors’ duties, common law is not excluded.  
Therefore duties of directors will still be found in common law. 

“The good thing is that directors can determine most of their duties by referring to the Act,” Cron said. 

The so-called business judgment rule is a further essential change in the Companies Act which will 
influence activities of directors. 

According to this a director cannot be held responsible for rational decisions taken in good faith and in 
the best interest of the company, irrespective of whether the decision was eventually a bad one or not. 

(Translated by Theda Swanepoel) 


